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Day 10: The Band

Opener

1. Hey! Let’s watch 21 cards under perfect shuffles: http://go.
edc.org/21cards. Each person at your table will pick one of
these six cards: We keep track of six

shuffles because that is the
number of perfect shuffles
needed for a 21-card deck.

0, 2, 3, 5, 7, or 9.
Write down where your card is located after Shuffle #0, Shuffle #1,
. . . , Shuffle #5, and compare with your group. The set of positions
formed this way is the orbit of your card under shuffling, and the Orbits? You’ve seen them

previously, but we called
them cycles or coicles, nyuk
nyuk nyuk. They are not
circles, nor rotaries.

number of things in that set is the size of the orbit.

2. As a group, please review your work for Problem 1 on Day 3 and
Problem 2 on Day 4 and reach consensus on your answers.

3. Each person at your table will pick one of Spencer’s 16 colorings of The orbit of your coloring
is the set of things you
get when you apply all of
the transformations to that
coloring. In this problem, we
consider and to be
different.

the 2× 2 chessboard from Day 3. What is the orbit of your coloring
under the eight transformations (see Problem 4 on Day 9)? What is
the size of your orbit? Compare with those at your table.

Important Stu�

4. a. Fill out Handouts #1, #2, then #3. Handouts! Oh we’ve got
handouts! We’ve got sacks
and sacks of handouts . . .b. What do you notice about the numbers in rows 1

and 2 on each handout?

5. a. On each handout, add up the numbers in row 3.
Compare your answers to the ones you agreed to
in Problem 2. If you did them, you might

also enjoy looking back at
Problem 9 on Day 4, and
Problem 11 on Day 5.

b. Write a one-sentence explanation for what you’re
observing.

6. Eric tells you his deck of cards will return to its original
order in 12 perfect shuffles and no less. He doesn’t tell He also tells you that you’re

the saddest bunch he’s ever
met, and that this problem
is as mysterious as the dark
side of the moooooon.

you how many cards are in his deck.
a. Why can’t there be an orbit of size 5 in his deck of

cards as they get perfectly shuffled?
b. What are the possible orbit sizes for any card in his

deck?
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7. Regular hexagons have six rotational symmetries (in-
cluding the identity transformation) and six reflective
symmetries. Lauren folds a paperclip into an regular Lauren minored in borigami.

hexagon and paints its sides with some colors. She tells
you the size of its orbit under these reflections and ro-
tations is 6.
a. Including the identity transformation, how many

symmetries must her paperclip have?
b. Give two examples of how her paperclip might

be painted, one with rotational symmetry and one
with reflective symmetry.

8. Rob’s bracelets were such a success that he now wants What? You forgot about
Rob’s bracelets? See
Problem 9 from Day 2.

Remember that if we
can turn and/or flip over
one bracelet and make it
look like another, then we
consider them to be the
same (non-unique) bracelet
design.

to start an online made-to-order bracelet company. To
promote his company, he wants to brag about the num-
ber of possible bracelets that can be made under differ-
ent conditions.
a. How many “unique” bracelet designs can be made

if each bracelet has 5 equispaced beads and 2 avail-
able bead colors to choose from?

b. . . . six equispaced beads?

Neat Stu�

9. . . . seven equispaced beads? Bees?? Oh, beads!

10. In Problem 2 from Day 4, Renu put an equilateral trian-
gle on different products, limiting the allowable trans-
formations of the triangle. Why haven’t any of you

bought a triangle T-shirt
from Renu’s online store?
There are 33 T-shirt options!

a. What happens to your answers on Handout #3 if
only rotations are allowed (no reflections)?

b. What happens to the sum of the numbers in row 3?

11. a. Patrick has a cube and paints each face either peach This is also Problem 14
from Day 1. Choosing
every face pink or peach
is allowed.

or pink. How many unique colorings are possible?
By “unique” we mean that you can’t make one look
like the other through a re-orientation.

b. Megan also has a cube, but has a palette of three This is a significantly more
difficult problem, still less
challenging than finding the
sun on Saturday. Do not
spend a lot of time here.
Just estimate and move on.

colors to choose from for the faces, instead of two.
Estimate how many “unique” colorings there are
now.
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12. Nancy’s made-to-order bracelet company offers three
bead colors to choose from. Watch out, Rob! How many
unique bracelet designs can be made if each bracelet has
4 equispaced beads? Five beads?

13. Repeat Problem 13 from Day 8, but this time for the
symmetries of the equilateral triangle. What similarities How big is this table,

anyway?and differences do you see between the two tables you
generated?

14. Build an addition table for Z6. Wait what? Oh, that’s just Z stands for the integers,
because of course it does.
Then Zm stands for the
integers mod m. Some
people live their entire lives
under the Z.

mod 6. Also, build a multiplication table for Z9.

(Z6, +) 0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

(Z9,×) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 0
1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8

15. Build a multiplication table for mod 9 that includes only
its units. This table’s size will be Liz-by-Liz. The set of

A unit is a lot like the ratio of
bananas to bathrooms . . .
no!!! A number u is a unit
if there is a number v
that solves uv = 1. The
multiplication table should
help, but we’ve also found
another rule for deciding if
a number in a mod was a
unit.

You can use Problem 15
to model Un! Now there’s
a joke only teachers could
love.

units of Zn is called Un. Notice anything?

16. Hey, three tables you made on this page are the same
size. Are any of the three tables “the same” in any
meaningful way?

17. a. Find all solutions to x2 = 1 in Z105. There are a lot of
them, and busting 105 into little pieces may help.

b. Use completing the square (!) to find all solutions
to x2 + 24 = 10x in Z105.

18. If x is an element of Zn, show that there must either be Just look at the numbers
round you, right behind
the math-camp door. Such
wonderful mods surround
you, what more is you
lookin’ for!

an element y that solves xy = 1, or an nonzero element
z that solves xz = 0, but not both.

19. What happens if we modify Handout #3 so that it is
for the 22-card deck instead of the 21-card deck? What
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happens to the sum of numbers in row 3? What’s going
on with that last card?

20. We now know that 52 shuffles will restore a deck of 54 We got the spirit, you got to
hear it, under the Z.

The two is a shoe, the three
is a tree.

The four is a door, the five
is a hive.

The six is a chick, the
seven’s some surfin’
guy . . . yeah

The eight is a skate, the
nine is a sign.

And oh that zero blow!

cards using perfect shuffles. This is true because 252 = 1
in mod 53 is the smallest power of 2 possible. Suppose
you wanted to prove this to a friend, but you only have
a simple calculator that can’t calculate 252 exactly. Find
a way to calculate 252 in mod 53 using as few operations
as possible and just a simple calculator. What other
powers of 2 would you need to calculate to ensure that
it takes 52 shuffles to restore the deck and not some
smaller number?

21. a. Without a calculator, determine the number of per-
fect shuffles it will take to restore a “double deck”
(104 cards) to its original state. What mod is it for each of

these questions?b. How about a 106-card deck?

Tough Stu�

22. Since a 52-card deck is restored in 8 shuffles, we might
expect cards with orbit sizes 1, 2, 4, or 8. But there are
no cards with orbit size 4.
Under what conditions will a deck that restores in k
shuffles have at least one card for all the factors of k
as orbit sizes?

23. Without a calculator, determine the number of perfect Oh man. 20,000 cards
under the Z? Somebody
call Nemo.

shuffles it will take to restore a deck of 20,000 cards to
its original state.

24. a. Robin claims to have a box with integer dimensions
such that all box face diagonals also have integer
length. Find a possible set of dimensions for the
box, or prove that no such box can exist.

b. Rebecca claims to have a Robin box, but whose the Warning: box may not
actually contain Robin or
Batman. Box may contain
a marmot. Box cannot be
used as a cowbell.

space diagonal (from one corner of the box to the
other corner in eye-popping 3D) also has integer
length. Find a possible set of dimensions for the
box, or prove that no such box can exist.
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